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Caio Carvalho Filho takes over
During Cassio recovery, it is Caio Carvalho Filho who took the lead in
order to maintain horses at the top-level.
Firstly present at the 2* show jumping of Bonheiden, the Brasilian ranked
twice with the young Dollar du Fremis. In the courses dedicated to young
horses, they got the seventh place on 1m30 fences and then the fourth one
over 1m35.
Lagerfeld and Dayton Sitte also made nice rounds and demonstrated
that they were in a good condition.

Some rest and let’s restart!
Following his unfortunate fall
on the 5* CSIO of Gijon, Cassio
was forced to dismount and to
have an operation on his leg. His
convalescence went very well
and the rider may be back in the
saddle soon.
«My leg recovered quite fast and
I hope to be able to ride again in
December. I look forward!»

Few weeks later at the CSI of Lier, that was the turn of Lagerfeld to
illustrate with the second place of the 1m35 small Grand Prix.
The bay male then took part in the Meeting d’Automne in Saint-Lô where
he completed good working courses.
«We make a good team with Caio and Pedro Veniss since January. I am
very pleased that Caio is taking care of my horses before my return. We
have the same working philosophy and I completely trust him. He showed
me I was right to lean on him with the rankings of the last weeks.»

Round-Up

Homecoming
After having competed under the Ukrainian colours for eight years, Cassio
decided in September to regain its Brasilian citizenship.
«I am thrilled to be back under the flag of my home country. But I do
not forget my great experience as a member of the Ukrainian team and I
would like to thank once again Mr Onyshchenko and my former Ukrainian
teammates for their trust and the nice moments shared together.
Once back in the saddle I aim at collaborating with new owners, who
are, for some of them, already by my side and to continue to train young
horses.
It is also like a new start for me after my last disappointments.»
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Despite the forced stop of
Cassio, his horses unit remains
being build for his return on
competition.
Lagerfeld, Torgal de Virton, and
Ulahop Boy will be still registered
in major classes.
The young horses Dayton Sitte,
Dollar de Fremis, Jasper M and Ut
majeur de Brecey were joined by
Quarisma RC (6 years old),Valolita
du Lozon (7 years old) and Versus
de Virton (7 years old).
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